Bestilling af Fastbox på Solar Mobile
Solar Danmark

Overview of various surcharges

Prices
The installer prices in force at the time in question as appearing from our online price records.
On electronic orders, we grant the current
discount, including self-service in the service
departments. On orders submitted by other
means, we grant the current discount, when the
total purchase/list price exceeds 1500 DKK.
Drop fee
For every delivery address, we charge a
drop fee of 39 DKK per day.
Special order goods
On special order goods, we charge a fee of
minimum 299 DKK.
Extraordinary costs can be charged separately.
Freight
Freight fees from Solar follow your purchase
pattern, i.e. if your purchase exceeds 2500
DKK per order, we deliver free of charge to
the address.
Solar Danmark A/S
Industrivej Vest 43
6600 Vejen
Tlf. 76 52 70 00 / www.solar.dk

Is your purchase less than 2500 DKK per
order, we charge a freight cost of 49 DKK
and is your purchase less than 1000 DKK per
order, we charge a freight cost of 99 DKK.
Please, note that we will add the actual cost
at special or crane deliveries.
If you change to an alternate delivery
address than your night delivery address,
we charge a freight cost of 99 DKK.
Packaging contribution
For each order we charge a packaging
constribution of 5 DKK.
Cable cutting
As to deliveries in special measured lengths,
we calculate a service charge per cutting off.
For cable types up to 50 mm2 the charge is
99 DKK per cutting off. For cable types from
70 mm2, the charge is 249 DKK per cutting
off.
In our electronic ordering system, you can
find information regarding which cables are
included in our cable cutting service.

We reserve the right to making
changes without further notice.
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Our customers should be able to avoid fees and
surcharges by acting in a way that is part of reducing the costs in the commerce chain – being
of benefit to all parties.

